Asymmetric Grooves for Drumset
BY GEORGE TANTCHEV

A

good-sounding groove sets up the proper feel for a tune
and can make even a familiar melody sound more interesting. Such drumset players as Joe Morello, Steve Gadd,
Jeff Porcaro, Omar Hakim, Dennis Chambers, and many others
became legendary for the innovative grooves they created.
In today’s multi-cultural world, where the tendency to blend
different music styles with ethnic motifs and rhythms is growing, drummers can explore their creative potential by incorporating new elements into their playing. For instance, a different
feel can be projected in a 4/4 groove if the eighth notes are
grouped as 3+2+3. Such rhythmic articulation exists in Balkan
folk music known as Heavy Macedonian Horo. Following are a
few applications of the rhythm in several different styles.
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The common feel in a 9/8 rhythm grouped 3+3+3, can be
transformed to a different 9/8 pulse if the eighth notes are articulated 2+2+2+3 as in Dave Brubeck’s “Blue Rondo A La
Turk.” This rhythm is known in Bulgarian folk music as
Daichovo Horo.
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Still another 9/8 feel can be explored if the eighth notes are
articulated 2+3+2+2. This type of 9/8 is known in Bulgarian
folk music as Grancharsko Horo/Potter’s Dance.
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